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SHRI ARJUN CHAR AN SETHI: Mr. Chairman, Sir, I have already 
replied to the question put by the hon. Member. In fact, we are trying to set up 
river-basin organisations. The river-basin organisations can adjudicate these 
issues, but the State Governments themselves do not want to have these river basin 
organisations. Some of the States feel that by doing so their rights will be taken 
away. We are trying to pursuadc them. Unless those States agree and have a 
consensus on these issues, such contentious issues cannot be resolved. What I can 
do is, I would write a letter drawing the attention of the State Governments of 
Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh to the allegations or the observations made 
by the hon. Member here. 

SHRI M.V. RAJASEKHARAN: Mr. Chairman, Sir, the hon. Minister did 
not answer my question. Shri Chandrababu Naidu is taking advantage of 
providing support to the NDA Government at the Centre. The Central 
Government is fully supporting them. 

SHRI ARJUN CHAR AN SETHI: Sir, it is hot true. *502. [The questioner 

(SHRIMATI JAMANA DEVI BARUPAL) we absent. For answer vide page. 

34 infra.] 

Civil Aviation Security Training Academy 

503. SHRI H.K. JAVARE GOWDA: 

DR. (MS.) P. SELVIE DAS:  

     Will the Minister of CIVIL AVIATION be pleased to state: 

(a) whether it is a fact that Government arc planning to set up a Hi-tech Civil 
Aviation Security Training Academy; 

(b) if so, the estimated cost of the project; and 

(c) what arc the locational and technical details of the projects? 

THE    MINISTER    OF    CIVIL    AVIATION    (SHRI    SYED 
SHAHNA-WAZ HUSSAIN): (a) to (c) A statement is laid on the Table of 
the House. 

Statement  

A decision has been taken to set up a Centre for Civil Aviation Security for 
functioning as the apex aviation security institution in the country,   a think-tank     
for     innovation     in     the     field     of 

†The question was actually asked on the floor of the House by Shri H.K. 
Javare Gowda. 
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aviation security, developing suitable training modules after Training Needs 
Analysis and for international cooperation. Location of the project and 
estimated costs have not been finalised yet. 

SHRI H.K. JAVARE GOWDA: Mr. Chairman, Sir, it has been 
stated in the reply that a decision has been taken to set up a Centre 
for Civil Aviation Security Academy, but the location has not been 
finalised and the amount of expenditure is yet to be assessed. I would like to 
draw the attention of the hon. Minister to the fact that to establish a Civil 
Aviation Security Training Academy, there must be an international airport 
and other institutions like HAL and NAL. Nowadays, such academics have 
become very important for imparting training to pilots, security personnel and 
others. I would like to know from the hon. Minister whether the international 
airport that is coming up at Devanahalli in Bangalore is a suitable place for 
the establishment of such an academy. It would also have the added 
advantage of HAL and NAL which arc situated in Bangalore. Part (b) of my 
question is whether the Government of Karnataka has come forward to give 
free land for establishing the Academy? If so, what are your comments? 
 

�� ���� ��ह���� ह���� :  ������ �,��

� ��,� 
� �ह �ह� ह- > �� 11 
���4�� � घ%
� ��  ��� *��[� � �m�� ह- ? #� ��ह � *��[� �
�
� �� 
ह� �)� �घ
 ��'�� �� �ह� हH > ����
 ह� �)�" 
� E���  ��* :� �)(  ,3�
 �� 

हQ ���� ह- > ��

� ��,� 
� +P
 ���� ह- �� #���  ��* ह�
� ��ह �ह�� �� �� 
� ह- > #���  ���� �� �H ���
� '�ह�� हN � �� ह���� ������ � *� ���% ह- �) #� ��� 
�� ��'�� �� �ह ह- �� �ह *��[� ह� �ह�� �� �
��� #���  ���� �� :� ���� 
��'�� �� �ह ह- >  

SHRI H.K. JAVARE GOWDA: Mr. Chairman, Sir, my question 
has not been answered. I want to know whether the international 
airport which is coming up at Devanahalli in Karnataka and the HAL 
and the NAL, which arc also situated in Bangalore, would not be an 
added advantage to establish such an Academy. On that point, I 
wanted to have your comments. 

�� ���� ��ह���� ह���� :  ������ �ह)��, �-�� �� �O[; ���� �� :���IBl� 
*���)%; ����1� �� �

� �� �ह� ह- , E� ��ह �� +,��� �
I%� ����� 
� � ह���� 
��� ���� ह- >  
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7� �ह #� *��[� ��  ��* �-[ ��
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�P
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� ���ह� हH #���* #� *��[� 
��  ���� �� ह�
� :� �)( �
<;� 
हQ ���� ह- �� �ह *��[� ह� ��� ,3�
 �� 
�
�*��� > 

DR. (MS.) P. SELVIE DAS: I think, in this connection, my question will 
not be irrelevant. My question is: When do you hope that the world-class 
international airport at Bangalore is going to be completed? Why I am 
putting this question is, because once we have a world-class international 
airport, it is only then we can think in terms of setting up of a security 
academy.  
 

     �� ���� ��ह���� ह���� :  �-�� �) #� +P
 �� #��� �)( ����	 
हQ हH ����
 
�-�� E ह)
� �Nn� �� �ह �� �� �N�� ह) ��*�� �) �H E ह� ���
� '�ह�� हN � �� ����1� 
�� *���)%; �) �

� �� �ह� ह- , E���  2005 �� �N�� ह)
� � �����
� ह- > 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now, Mr. Prem Chand Gupta. 

DR. (MS.) P. SELVIE DAS: Sir, may I put one more question 
please? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No; no. 

SHRI PREM CHAND GUPTA: Mr. Chairman, Sir, earlier the 
security of the airports and civil aviation infrastructure was being 
looked after by the local Police of the States, and, in addition to that, 
a Department of the Civil Aviation Security was also supporting the 
local police. This Department is more or less like a place, through 
which officers are posted either in Delhi or Mumbai doing nothing, 
no security activities, no training programmes, no discussions, 
nothing. Mr. Chairman, Sir, in addition to that, now the CISF has 
been brought in. The Airports Authority has been earning more or 
less Rs. 250 crores per year, and in order to set off this amount of 
Rs. 250 crores, they have now brought in the CISF at the cost of 
International Airports Authority. Now, they want to set up another 
think-tank, namely, the Centre for Civil Aviation Security. For the 
functioning as the apex aviation security authority in the country, a  
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think-tank for innovation in the field of aviation security is proposed to be set 

up. Sir, we already have too many think-tanks. D���  *� �) t��
�#���
 ह- �-�� 
*���)%; :3u��% ह-, E��� 3)k� �� +��q% ह- ��� �) �� �u� �� ह- 7� E�� ��� 
#
�� �) D� �-% Dq �� ���� �ह &3�%-� #,%�`0�� ��
� �� >Why do you want 

to open another employment exchange for retiring bureaucrats? This is part (a) 
of my question. Mr. Chairman, Sir, part (b) of my question is very interesting. 
We should all understand this. Even if they want to set up such facilities, these 
should be set up all over the country. As the House knows, Bangalore has 
already got the HAL, the NAL and other aviation facilities. You know, Sir, 
institutions like this should be spread over all over the country. My point is, 
why not Kishan Ganj in Bihar be considered for this purpose? 

 

�� ���� ��ह���� ह���� : ������ �ह)��, �4��न
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#� +P
 �� �)( ��
� ��
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हQ ह- ��"�� �ह +P
 *��[� ��  ����	 �� ह- 7� �ह 
*��[� �� �

� ��� ह-, ��" �

� ��� ह- �� &3�%-�  ��  �1� �� E��) �
�
� ���� 
ह- > *��[� �
�
� �� �) +,��� ह-, 'ह �ह5� �5��
� ह- ����
 D� �) ����)��% �� 
�
-���) ह- , E��� ह�
� �ह �)'� ह- �� �N�� �) �)t[
��
 ह-  *� ��q #��[�
 

*����#�� � ����)��% ह-, *���)%; :3u��% � ����)��% है। एयर लाइ स म ैजो 

सुर'ा का वातावरण पहले से बदला है इस नए िसने-रयो म ैइस िस�यो-रट� o�[� 
� �ह5� �k �m�� ह- > �ह�� ���P'
 �� �) # ह)
� �ह� ह- �� #�� �m�� ��� ह- 
7� ��%; “�” �� # ह)
� 25� ह E��� EF� ���� ह- �� :�� �m�� ह- �) #��) ��ह�� 
�� �
��� ��*  

 

�� � ��� !�"� : ��ह�� �� ���
��� �� �
��� ��* >  
 

�� ���� ��ह���� ह���� : # ह)
� �ह5� :vn� �5r�� ���� ह- > ��ह�� �� �u[;� �� 
���
��� ह- ����� �5r�� �4���
� ��,� �� �ह� हH > ����� :� ��'�� �� �ह ह- 
�� ... ( $��%�� )...   

  

��0 ���� � )�*��� : :vn� �5r�� ह- �) ��
 ���* >  

�� ���� ��ह���� ह���� :  ����� ��'�� �� �ह ह- ��  ��� ,3�
 �� #� 
o��[� �) �
��� ��* >  
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DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY: Sir, I would like to put one small question. 
Security should not be in over-dose or undcr-dosc. What we find these days 
at most of the airports is that the security staff over-behave and it hurts the 
passengers. I have seen several such incidents. Therefore, my request to the 
hon. Ministers is this. Part (a) of my question is that he must give specific 
instructions to all the security staff to be soft, loyal and nice to the 
passengers. 

Part (b) of my question is, I would like to point out that at the Chhatrapati 

Shivaji International Airport at Mumbai, stray dogs arc generally found on 

the runway. Similarly, there is trouble caused by birds there. Is it not the duty 

of the security staff also to see that dogs are not there on the runway and they 

do not harm aircraft like any other bad human-beings. 

Part (c) of my question is, I would like to say that the Indian Express of 
26th April has raised a number of civil aviation security lapses, apart from 
other things. I would request the hon. Member to go through the Indian 

Express of 26th April and inform the House of his reaction. 
 

      �� ���� ��ह���� ह���� :  ������ �ह)��,# ह)
� �) +P
 �Nn� ह-, E��� #� 
+P
 �� �)( ��
� ��
� 
हQ ह- > �ह�� �� ����)��% �� ����� ह-  .... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It is not relevant to the question. Please sit down. 
(Interruptions) Kindly don't extend it. 
 

     �+���� ,-���.� /�� 0��� : ��,�� �5�C� ��  ���� �� �5 n �ह
� '�ह�� ह-  >  

     �� �)�1�2 : 
हQ , 
हQ , �ह :�� +P
 ह- > 9�� :`4��� �)
, �)��* > 9�� 

:`4���  �)
 : ��, �H ��� �ह)�� �� ��

� '�ह� हN � �� �) +P
 �Nn� ग़�� ह- @� 

E
� ��q �� �) EF� ���� ग�� ह- , �H ��r� हN � �� +P
 ��  ��ह�� �� EF� E�
� 
������% 
हQ ह- > +P
 �ह5� ,�B% ह-, Whether it is a fact that Government are 

planning to set up a Hi-tech Civil Aviation Security Training Academy. 

D���  EF� �� � $�N�
 �ह ह- �� D� �ह �ह� हH �� ह��, e��
 �� �ह� हH 7� /फर 
D� D�� �ह �ह� हH �� ह� *� &3�%H� �
� �ह� हH �) ��2��� 7� �)'��� �� ��� 
# 
)���
 o��*�
 ����)��% �� ह)
� '��ह*> ��� �ह)�� 
� �ह � �ह� �� �ह 
�ह5� �5��
� +�)�� ह-  ��� �5��
� +�)�� ह- �) ��� ह� �ह ��r� �� :� �� 
D���  ������  
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�� �)( 0O�N &+% � 
हQ �
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�
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� �� ��
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���� �� #��� �N� �रह 25���� 
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      ���2�  345-6� ���� : ���  �ह)�� �)( %�#� x� � ��� ���� हH �� �ह �)' �� 
ह��� �� ��� ��*� ?  
 

       �� ��घ ��� !+2� :  �O� �� ���� >  

      ���2� 345-6� ���� :  �H
� D��� 
हQ �Nn� ह- > 
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�� ���� ��ह���� ह���� : �H �� �� ����� �� ��� �
� हN �, �H एक ���4�� �� 
�
� हN � ...( y��	�
 ) ... 

 

�� ��� � 6���*� : ��
;��% �) ह- ...( y��	�
 ) ... 
�� ���� ��ह����  ह���� : ������ �, �H
� :� :�
� ���� �N�� 
हQ ���� ह- 

����� �ह ह- �� �H o�� �5 n 
ह  �ह �ह� 3� �`O� �H ��
;��% � �N� ��4����� ��  
��3 �ह �ह� हN � �� �� �ह +,��� D�� E���  ��� 11 ���4�� D ��� > �H �ह �ह
� 
'�ह �ह� 3� �� =� �� ��
 ��  ��� z���ह ���4�� D ��� 7� E���  ��� �N� 
�5�
�� �� ����)��% ��
����" ��� ��� ह- > :� ह� #� �� 
�� ���� ��, :��-:�� 

���) �� ��'�� �� �ह� हH #���* इस o��[� � :ह����  �ह5� �A �( ह- > ����ह 
���4�� ��  ��� �) nह �ह
� ��� हH E
�� #� �� �ह5� !���� ��� ह5D ह- > ह� �O� 
ह ,3�
 � �� �����>  

 

�� ��� � 6���*� : [�[ ��#
 ��� ���* >  
 

�� ���� ��ह���� ह���� ह� #�� �O� �� �O� ����� >  
 

DR. RAJA RAMANNA: Sir, I just want to bring to the notice of the hon. 
Minister one thing. In Bangalore, there is an institution called the Aviation 
Medical Centre. Now, some twenty years ago, there was an air crash at Santa 
Cruz. I was also travelling in the same aircraft. But, fortunately, nothing 
happened to me. That is why I am in a position to talk to you now. What I 
had found at that time was that the medical assistance at the airport was 
almost nil. We had to wait for several hours before a doctor came and gave 
even first aid, leave alone other treatment against shock and things like that. 
Now, it is a very important point that people must be trained at an appropriate 
place to deal with such medical cases. Therefore, I support what my friend 
from Karnataka has said and I plead with the Minister and request him that 
this Academy should be started in Karnataka, because of the many other 
institutions that were mentioned. 

�� ���� ��ह���� ह���� : ������ �, # ह)
� �ह5� :vn� ����
 ���� ह- ����
  #���  
���� �� �H �ह �हN��� �� ��"��  #� +P
 �� #��� �)( �����
 ह 
ह ह- , #���* �H # ह� ��� �� 
��2���� ����� �N��� > 
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SHRIMATI BIMBA RAIKAR: Sir, I would like to know from the hon. 
Minister whether the Government has conducted any survey for the selection 
of the location; if the Government has not yet selected the site, I would urge 
upon the Government to have the Centre at Bangalore, because, as you know, 
Bangalore is a garden city, and potentially, a growing city, with much of 
software. So, I would urge upon the Government to have the Centre at 
Bangalore. The Chief Minister of Karnataka has also discussed this issue 
with the Government of India, and I think, it has almost been agreed. So, 
once again, I urge upon the Government to have it at Bangalore. I want an 
assurance from the Government saying that it would be located at Bangalore 
only. 

 

�� ���� ��ह���� ह���� : ������ �, �4��

� ��,�� 
� �ह �ह� ह- �� ����1� 
�ह5� E���� ह5D ��% ह- 7� ह� �� �) ����1� �� ��; हH > �ह ���� �� *� E���� 
ह5D ... (y��	�
 ) ...����1� �� ह� �)�" �) ��; ह-> ����1� �ह5� ���� �� �ह� 
ह->...( y��	�
 ) ... 

SHRI PREM CHAND GUPTA: The hon. Member Dr. Vijay Mallya, would 

also be helping with free supply of liquor. Don't worry. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Then, what about Kishanganj? 
 

�� ���� ��ह���� ह���� : ������ �, �5e�� � � �ह ���N� ह- �� �� ��ह�� 
�N� ���� हH >�5m �� ��� �ह�� ह- ����
 ��� �� ���
� �� �ह ���� हH ...( y��	�
 )... 

�� ��घ ��� !+2� : �ह�� ���
 ��� � �ह �ह� ह- >  

�� ���� ��ह���� ह���� : # ह)
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����1� �� �मीन ��
� ��  ��* �-��� ह- > ����
 �H
� �ह� �� #��� E ह)
� �ह� �� �� 
����1� �� ��
 ��
� ��  ��* �-�� � हH > ����
 �H
� �ह� �� #� ��ह �� +,���' D f 
+��� ����� 
� � ���� ह- �� #� ��ह � :�� �� :�� D� �
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DR. KARAN SINGH: Mr. Chairman, Sir, this whole question of civil 

aviation security on the gound, then in the air, is one which has been of great 

importance not only after the 11th of September, but long before that. As you 

know, Sir, we have had many hijacking incidents in the country, I am 

surprised that a proposal which has been on the cards since 1985, as the 

Minister has said, has still not matured. May I point out that for this civil 

aviation security, you need world-class expertise, you need the latest 

technology? It is not simply a matter which the Department of Civil Aviation 

or the Ministry can look at. (a) Would the Minister please tell us whether he 

has got together a group or a task force of people who would be able to draw 

in the best expertise around the world in order to set up a really top-class 

institution? Whether it should be at Bangalore or Hyderabad or at some other 

place, is something which has to be considered, (b) Will this academy be set 

up within course of this financial year? At least, the work should be started 

because, from his reply, the whole matter seems to be still up in the air. We 

do not want the civil aviation project up in the air. We want it on the ground. 

Would the Minister please enlighten us on this? 
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